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This invention relates to toys, more particu 
larly ?ying toys, and especially such a toy ar 
ranged to simulatedly drop objects under remote 
control. 
The primary object of our invention is to gen— 

erally improve ?ying toys, and more particu 
larly airplane toys. Other objects are to provide 
for simulated bomb-dropping under remote con 
trol; to provide a substantial magazine for a 
considerable number of balls or simulated bombs 
while dealing with a. comparatively small toy; 
to provide for reloading of the toy with balls or 
simulated bombs while the toy is still in opera 
tion; and to accomplish the foregoing and other 
desired objects while using a comparatively sim 
ple construction which is wholly mechanical and 
which has. no need for electric Wiring, magnets, 
or the like. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 

such otherobjects as will hereinafter appear, our 
invention consists in the flying and ball-dropping 
toy elements and their relation one to the other 
as hereinafter are more particularly described in 
the speci?cation and sought to be de?ned in the 
claims. The speci?cation is accompanied by 
drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a toy embodying fea 
tures of our invention; - 

Fig. 2‘ is a front elevation of the same; 
Fig. 3 is a section taken in elevation through 

the toy; 
Fig. 4 shows a detail, looking in the direction 

of the arrows 4—4 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5- is a section taken in the plane of the 

line 5—5~of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 6 is a similar section with the parts rela 

tively moved to bomb-dropping position; 
Fig. 7 is a section taken in the plane of the line 

1-—1‘ of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 8 is an inverted horizontal section taken 

in the plane of the line 8—8 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 9 is explanatory of a detail; 
Fig. lO'is a section'taken in the plane of the 

line lil—lil of Fig. 3, and shows an elevatable 
disk for controlling the bomb-dropping opera 
tion; 

Fig. 11 is a view similar to a part of Fig. 2, but 
showing. a modi?cation; 

Fig. 12 is a section generally similar to Fig. 3, 
but showing another modi?cation; 

Fig. 13 as a transverse section taken approxi 
mately in the plane of the line l3——l3 of Fig. 12; 

Fig. 14 is a transverse section taken approxi 
mately in the plane of the line Ill-I4 of Fig. 12; 

Fig. 15 is a transverse section‘taken approxi 
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mately in the plane ofithe line 15-15 of Fig. 12 ; 
Fig. 16. isLa. viewv similarv to Fig. 14, but drawn 

to enlargedscale, and‘showing. the relation of the 
parts 'Whenin the bomb-dropping position; 

Fig. 1'7 i518, section similar'to Fig. 15', but show 
ing the relation of the parts whentin the bomb 
dropping position; 

Fig. 18 is a development- drawn to enlarged 
scale, and showing. the shape of a piece of sheet 
metal forming a part of the'invention; and 

Fig. 19 is a‘ section throughva target. 
Referringlto. the drawings, and more particu 

larly-to Figs.~ 1‘ and 2, thetoy comprises a small 
airplane simulation I2 carried at the outer end 
of an arm I4 which in turn is .rotatably carried 
at the upper. end ofla pylon or tower 16. Tower 
[Bis mounted on ab‘ase I8-'which in the present 
case, is circular, although other shapes may be 
used. A plurality of ‘target areas 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 
and 30 are de?ned on base l8. These may be 
pockets or depressions in a raised base, or as 
here illustrated, may consist of peripheral or 
fence-like walls secured to the base and form 
ing enclosures inv which it is sought to drop a 
bomb. The'base may be printed or lithographed 
to simulate a landscape with roads, a railroad, 
and other appropriate markings, the target areas, 
for example, simulatingv a factory, an ammuni 

_ tion dump, and other such militaryobjectives. 
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The airplane supporting arm I4 is driven by a 
motor vwhich in the'ipresent case, is an ordinary 
toy spring motor housed in an enclosure 32 
mounted on base‘ l8'- and extending .beneath the 
tower IS. The vmotor may be wound by means 
of key 34; and may be stopped or started by 
means of ‘a control lever 36"(Fig. 1). An addi 
tional control lever is provided‘at 38, and opera 
tion of this lever causes simulated release of a 
bomb from the airplane, the object,’ of course, 
being to drop‘ the bob successfully within a tar- 1 
get area while'the airplane is in motion travel 
ling about the tower. The target areas may be 
given numerical'score values, thus providing a 
competitive game in- which each operator may 
seek maximum ‘score. 
Considering the structure in greater detail, and 

referring now to Figs. 3 through '10 of the draw 
ings, the airplane support arm 14 comprises con 
centric tubes 43-and42. These are provided near 
their outer ends with‘ bomb discharge openings 44 
and 46, which openings are normally out of regis 
tration. thus preventing the dropping of a ball or 
simulated bomb 48, .as is best shown in Fig. 5. 
However, by relative movement of tubes 40 and 
42, the openings -44'and"46 may be brought into‘ 
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registration, thus permitting the discharge of a 
ball through the openings. In the present struc 
ture, the relative movement is a rotative or rock 
ing movement, and it is convenient to turn the 
outer tube 45 while keeping the inner tube 42 
stationary. Moreover, in the present structure 
the inner tube 42 acts as a magazine for carrying 
a substantial supply of balls, this magazine being 
shown only partially full in Fig. 3. The maga 
zine may be loaded by adding balls at the top 
of the tower 56, as is indicated by the ball 50 
shown in broken lines in Fig. 3. This loading 
operation is easy even when the toy is in opera 
tion, because the opening 52 is located directly 
over the vertical shaft 54 which causes rotation 
of the airplane supporting arm I4. The arm 14 
preferably slopes downwardly, as shown in Fig. 3, 
so that the balls when dropped through the open 
ing 52 tend to move toward the outer end of the 
arm to the controllable discharge opening 44. 
It is probably not essential to slope the support 
arm, because the outward movement of the balls 
is anyway aided by centrifugal force during oper 
ation of the toy. However, the slope is desirable 
as it facilitates loading of the magazine when the 
toy is not running. 
The partial rotation of the outer tube 40 for 

causing the bomb-dropping operation is pro 
duced by the control lever 38 previously referred 
to. In Fig. 8, it will be seen that lever 33 is 
pivoted at 56, While its opposite end 58 is con 
nected to the lower end of a vertically recipro 
cable rod til. Referring now to Figs. 3, '7 and 10, 
it will be seen that a disk 52 is rigidly af?xed to 
the upper end of rod 55, as by riveting the same 
at 554. Disk 52 has a relatively large hole 66 (Fig. 
19) at the center, so that there is no interference 
with raising or lowering of the disk between a 
bottom position shown in Fig. 3, and a top posi 
tion shown in Fig. '7. 
The outer tube 40 of the airplane support arm 

i4 is provided with a ?nger 68, best shown in Fig. 
9, which projects outwardly and is adapted to ride 
over the disk 62, as shown in Figs. 3 and 7. The 
?nger may be formed in any desired manner, and 
in the present case, is an integral part of tube 40. 
The ?nger is normally urged downwardly, or in 
one - direction, by appropriate resilient means, 
here exempli?ed by a spring wire 10, the free end 
of which bears downwardly on ?nger 68, and the 
?xed end of which is stationarily secured to the 
inside of a frustoconical cap 12 which rotates 
with the airplane support arm. It will be evi 
dent that the tubes 45 and 42 therefore normally 
assume the relation shown in Fig. 3, but upon de 
pression of bomb-control lever 33, the disk 62 is 
raised, thereby raising the outer end of ?nger 68, 
as shown in Fig. 7, and so oscillating the outer 
tube from the normal position shown in Fig. 5, 
to the bomb-dropping position shown in Fig. 6, 
whereupon the endmost ball is dropped. 
In order to prevent the entire magazine-load of 

balls from being dropped, even though the lever 
38 may be held depressed, we prefer to‘provide 
suitable check means for insuring the dropping 
of only one ball for each operation of the control 
lever. In the present case, this means consists 
of a loop of spring wire 14 which operates in 
slots cut through the outer and inner tubes, as 
will be seen in Figs. 3, 5, and 6. In the normal 
position of the outer tube, shown in Fig. 5, the 
spring wire check 14 bears against an edge or lip 
765 of the inner tube, thereby raising or flatten 
ing the loop and so keeping it out of the path of 
the balls in the inner tube. 
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outer tube is turned to the bomb-dropping posi 
tion shown in Fig. 6, the spring wire check 14 
moves away from the lip 15, and bends to the 
position shown in Fig. 6, at which time it is dis 
posed in the path of the next ball 16. As will be 
seen in Fig. 3, the check 14 is preferably located 
between the endmost ball 48 and the next suc 
ceeding ball 16, thereby insuring the dropping of 
only one ball or simulated bomb at a time, that 
is, for each operation of the bomb-dropping 
lever 38. 
In the structure here illustrated, the ?ying toy, 

which simulates an airplane, is mounted directly 
on the outer tube (see Figs. 1 and 2). Speci? 
cally, one wing 80 of the airplane is fastened 
directly on outer tube 40. In consequence of this, 
the airplane is turned with the outer tube during 
the bomb-dropping operation. Thus the airplane 
noses downwardly, as is indicated by the broken 
line position l2’ in Fig. 7. Because of this con 
struction, the check 14 previously referred to may 
be secured to the Wing 80 of the airplane. This, 
however, is not essential, as a suitable lug may 
be struck from the outer tube to hold the spring 
check 14. 

Referring now to Figs. 3 and 8, the spring motor 
for driving the toy may be of generally conven 
tional character, that here illustrated comprising 
a winding stem 82 for winding a spiral spring 
schematically indicated at 84, which in turn 
drives a main gear 86 meshing with an idler gear 
88, which in turn meshes with a pinion 95 secured 
to the lower end of the vertical shaft 54 extending 
axially through the tower H5. The motor is ‘also 
provided with governor means to limit its speed, 
and in the present case, the governor is driven by 
a train of step-up gearing comprising pinion 92, 
gear 94, pinion 96, gear 98, and pinion H39, the 
latter turning an eccentrically mounted weight 
I02, this acting as a simple form of speed limiting 
governor. The weight I02 may also be used for 
cooperation with the stopping and starting lever 
35 previously referred to, said lever being pivoted 
at [54, and having an end I06 adapted to be 
moved into or out of the path of the rotatable 
weight I02. 
The rotatable shaft 54 carries a ?tting H0 

(Figs. 3 and 9) at its upper end, which ?tting 
may conveniently be made by die-casting. The 
?tting has a sleeve-like portion H2 into which 
the stationary inner tube 42 is secured. It may 
be inserted with a force or press ?t, or may be 
secured, as here illustrated, by the use of bent 
tongues H4 (see Fig. 4) which are formed at the 
end of tube 42 and pass through slots in the ?t 
ting. The ?tting I H], of course, includes the 
bomb-loading opening 52, and the top of tube 42 
is cut away beneath opening 52, as is clearly 
shown in Fig. 3, for passage of balls dropped into 
opening 52. 
The outer tube 40 is ro-tatably carried on the 

inner tube 42, and terminates at the sleeve por 
tion H2 of ?tting H0. The outer tube 40 is held 
against outward movement by means of tongues 
I [6 formed on inner tube 42, and bent outwardly 
beyond the end of the outer tube, as is best shown 
in Fig. 7. A lug H8 (Fig. 3) is preferably bent 
inwardly on the inner tube 42 in order to limit 
movement of the balls, that is, to prevent them 
from escaping from the lower end of the tube. 
The frusto-conical cap 12 is ?tted with a 

pressed ?t over the upper end of ?tting I ID. The 
cap is cut away at one side to pass around the 
airplane support arm l4. ' 
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The pylon or tower l6 consists. of a cylinder 

of. sheet metal, closed at. the top by a circular. 
disk. I26; The cylindrical wall is securedrto the 
top of the motor housing 32, and the latter is 
secured to the base I8, all by means of conven 
tional bent tongue and ‘slot connections. 

It is not essential that the airplane dip or nose 
downwardly at the time of the bomb-dropping 
operation, although some-prefer such movement. 
Thus, in Fig. 11, we show amodi?cation in which 
a part I22 of the inner tube 124 is extended be 
yond the outer tube I26, and the airplane. I28. 
is mounted on the extension I22. ‘The wing I38 
of the airplane is disposed above but is in no way 
secured to the outer tube I26. With this struc 
ture, the bomb-dropping operation‘ is controlled 
exactly as previously described, but the airplane 
does not dip or turn with- the outer tube‘when a 
bomb is being dropped. 
A modi?ed form of the. invention is illustrated 

in Figs. 12 through I8. Hereagain the ?ying toy 
simulates an airplane, and the dropped objects 
simulate bombs. In this modi?ed form of the 
invention, however, the arm comprises a single 
tube I32, instead of- two concentric tubes. The 
tube i32-vacts asa magazine for bomb-simulating 
balls, and the inner end of the tube is cut- away, 
as indicated at £34, for admissioniof the balls 
through a top-opening I36 formed in a prefer 
ably- die-cast member I38, said member-being 
secured at the upper end of an uprightmotor 
drivenshaft I 46 similar to thatpreviously-de 
scribed. 
The tubular arm I32 may be held locked inthe 

die-cast member I38 by means of tongues I39 
which are formed at the inner end of the tube 
I32 and pass through mating slots in the die-cast 
member I38, the ends of the tongues beingappro 
priately bent- to lock thetube in position. The 
tube preferably slopes downwardly somewhat to 
insure gravitational movement of the balls to 
the outer end of the arm. 

A- part of the metal tube cut away at I34 is 
bent upwardly to form a bearing I42. At the 
outer end, a part‘ of the metal of thetube is 
bent upwardly to form a companion bearing I44 
(Figs. 12 and 13). These bearings have round 
holes dimensioned to rotatablylreceivea prefer 
ably squarerod I46, the rod I46 functioning tov 
control the dropping of the bombs and thetilt 
ing of the airplane. The inner endlof rod I46 is 
bent-to form a ?nger I48 (Figs. 12 and 15), the 
lower end’ of which is curled to form a rounded 
surface which is slidable on a vertically movable 
disc I58. Disc I58, as before, is mounted-on a 
vertically movable rod I52 connected to a suit 
able bomb-control lever such as that previously 
described. It will be evident that when the disc 
is. raised from the position. shown in Fig. 15 to 
that shown in Fig. 17, the ?nger I48 and with it 
the rod I46 is rocked in clockwise direction. 

At‘its outer end, the rod I46 carries a special 
sheet metal part which preferably functions for 
three purposes. One is to. carry the airplane 
simulation, generally designated I54. Another 
is to-release the balls from-arm I32. The third 
is to prevent the dropping. of more than one ball 
at‘a time. In the present case, the balls are dis. 
charged through an opening I56 in the bottom 
of the tube, and are normally-prevented'from 
dropping by a suitable stop ?nger I58, the lower 
end. of which is normally disposed beneath the 
opening I56, and the upper end of which-is con 
nected to the rod‘ I46. Rocking of rod I46. 
changes the ?nger I58 from theposition shown-in 
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Figs. 13 and 14, to the positionshown in Fig. 16, 
thereby releasing the endmost ball I611. 
The remaining balls are held back by a suit 

able check I62, the lower end of whichis mov 
able into the tubular arm I32 through an appro 
priate slot cut across the upper part of the tube. 
The check I62 is normally disposed outside the 
path of the balls moving through the tube, as is 
shown in Figs. 13 and 14, but when the rod I46 
is rocked to bomb-discharging position, the check. 
I62 moves into the tube, as is'clearly shown in 
Fig. 16. It is then disposed between the end‘ 
most ball I58 which is being dropped, (see Fig. 
12), and the next to the endmost ball I64; 
The sheet metal part secured at the outer 

end of rod I46 is preferably made of a single. piece 
of metal patterned as shownin Fig. 18. This 
comprises not only the bomb-stopping ?nger I58, 
and’ the check I62, but also an ear I66 having a 

Another. square hole I68. cut therethrough. 
square hole I18 is cut through a part of the check 
I62. The stop ?nger I58, the check I62, and 
the ear I66 are all bent downwardly on the dot 
ted lines shown in Fig. 18, and two tongues I12 
may be bent upwardly on the dotted lines shown. 
These tongues pass through mating slots in one 
of the wings I14 (Figs. 12 and 16) of‘ the air 
plane, and are then bent over to secure the air. 
plane ?rmly tothe flat top- area I16 of the ?tting. 
The balls are prevented from running out of 

the outer end of tube I32 by means of a suitable 
stop lug I18 which may be struck inwardly from 
the top of the tube, as is best shown in Figs. 12 
and 13. 

It will be understood that the form of the 
invention here disclosed functions in the same 
way as that previously described in connection 
with Figs. 1 through 10 of the drawings, but the 
parts of the present structure are simpler and 
more economical to manufacture. 

Several additional points may be mentioned. 
The top wall I88 of the tower is ?anged upwardly 
at I82, thereby substantially concealing the, ver- , 
tically movable disc I58 and lessening the open 
space between the stationary part of the tower, 
and the rotatable part or cap I84. This improves 
the appearance of the toy. 
The propeller of the airplane is simulated by a 

circular disc of transparent Celluloid I86. Such 
a disc-has the merit of simulating a rapidly re~ 
volving propeller in a very simple. way. 
The target areas or rings may be bounded by 

?anged parts, a section through one of which is 
shown in Fig. 19. There is a sheet metal wall 
I98 the upper edge of which is preferably re~ 
versely folded or curled, as indicated at I92, so as 
to eliminate exposed sharp edges. The bottom 
is ?anged inwardly ‘at I94, and provided with 
tongues I96 which pass through mating slots in 
the base-I98 of the toy and are bent to lock the 
target ring on thebase. 

It is believed thatthe. construction and oper-. 
ation, as well as the advantages of our improved 
toy, will be apparent from the foregoing detailed 
description thereof. The spring motor is wound 
by means of the key. A supply of balls may be 
loaded through the, toy opening. The. airplane 
is then set in motion by a movement of the start 
ing lever. As the airplane-revolves over the base, 
the bomb-control lever may be depressed at in 
tervals to drop a single bomb. If the bombs are 
dropped rapidly before unwinding of the motor, 
they may, if desired, be. reloaded while the air 
plane isin ?ight, or if desired, the airplanemay 
.be stopped .by meansof the starting; lever, and; 
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the bombs reloaded, before again starting the 
airplane. 
For a competitive game, the target areas are 

preferably given score values, and each player 
may be allowed one magazine-full of balls, the 
object being to obtain a maximum total score 
with the available balls. 

It will be apparent that while we have shown 
and described our invention in a preferred form, 
many changes and modi?cations may be made in 
the structure disclosed, without departing from 
the spirit of the invention as sought to be de?ned 
in the following claims. In the claims the refer 
ence to balls or bombs is not intended to exclude 
other droppable objects. 
We claim: 
1. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 

tower, a hollow arm rotatably mounted on said 
tower, a simulated ?ying toy mounted on said 
arm for simulated ?ight about the tower, an 
opening whereby balls may be loaded into said 
hollow arm for discharge at the ?ying toy, ball 
releasing means at the end of said arm, a rigid 
mechanically movable operating means therefor 
extending along said arm and mounted for turn 
ing movement about its longitudinal axis, and 
a remote ball-control means for so turning said 
operating means about its longitudinal axis as 
to permit the dropping of a ball, without inter 
fering with rotation of the arm and operating 
means about the tower. 

2. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 
tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said tower, 
a ?ying toy simulation mounted on the arm, a 
magazine for balls, means to stop or release the 
balls at the ?ying toy, a ?nger secured to and 
projecting from the arm at the tower, means ex 
tending along the arm and connecting said ?nger 
to said ball-release means, a vertically movable 
disc at the tower for moving said ?nger, and 
thereby releasing a ball, and a remote control 
ball-dropping lever connected to said disc for 
moving said disc when it is desired to drop a ball. 

3. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom, a hollow 
arm rotatably mounted at the top of the tower, 
a ?ying toy simulation carried at the outer end 
of said arm, an opening at the center of the top 
of the tower through which balls may be loaded 
into said arm, whereby said arm acts as a maga 
zine for the balls, a motor mounted on said base 
for driving a shaft extending upwardly through 
the tower to the arm for rotating the arm, and 
a ball-control lever connected with appropriate 
control mechanism for releasing the balls. 

4. A ball-dropping toy comprising a circular 
base, a tower extending upwardly therefrom, a 
tubular arm rotatably mounted at the top of the 
tower, a ?ying toy simulation carried at the 
outer end of said arm, an opening at the top of 
the tower through which balls may be loaded 
into said arm, whereby said arm acts as a maga 
zine for the balls, a spring motor mounted on 
said base for driving a shaft extending upwardly 
through the tower to the arm for rotating the 
arm, a control lever for said motor, and a ball 
control lever at the periphery of the base con 
nected with appropriate control mechanism for 
releasing the balls one at a time. , 

5. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 
tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said tower, 
a ?ying toy simulation mounted on the arm, a 
magazine for balls, means to stop or to release 
the balls at the ?ying toy, a ?nger secured to and 
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extending along the arm and connecting said 
?nger to said ball-release means, a vertically 
movable disc at the tower for moving said ?nger 
and thereby releasing a ball, a base for said 
tower, a motor connected to a shaft extending up 
the tower to the arm for rotating the arm, and 
a ball-control lever at the outer edge of the base 
connected to said disc to move the same. 

6. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom, an arm ro 
tatably mounted on said tower, a ?ying toy simu 
lation tiltably carried at the outer end of the arm, 
a magazine for balls, a motor driving a shaft 
extending upwardly through the tower to the 
arm for rotating the arm, ball-releasing means, 
means to prevent the .dropping of more than one 
ball at a time, and a single control lever ar 
ranged to both tilt the ?ying toy and to release 
a ball. 

7. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom, an arm ro 
tatably mounted on said tower, a flying toy simu 
lation carried at the outer end of the arm and 
tiltable thereby, a magazine for balls, a motor 
driving a shaft extending upwardly through the 
tower to the arm for rotating the arm, ball-re 
leasing means, means to prevent the dropping of 
more than one ball at a time, a ?nger projecting 
from the arm at the tower and arranged to con 
trol the operation of the ball releasing means, a 
vertically movable disc at the tower for moving 
said ?nger and thereby tilting the ?ying toy and 
releasing a ball, and a control lever connected 
to said disc to move the same. 

8. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom and having 
an openly accessible top, a tubular arm rotatably 
mounted on said tower, a ?ying toy simulation 
carried at the outer end of the arm, an opening 
at the openly accessible top of the tower through 
which balls may be loaded into said arm, whereby 
said arm acts as a magazine for the balls, a motor 
driving a shaft extending upwardly through the 
tower to the arm for rotating the arm, ball-re 
leasing means at the end of the arm, a check 
movable between the end-most and next to the 
end-most ball to prevent the dropping of more 
than one ball at a time, means extending along 
the arm to the ball-releasing means and the 
check means, and a control lever for moving said 
means and thereby releasing a ball. 

9. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom, a tubular 
arm rotatably mounted on said tower, a ?ying 
toy simulation tiltably carried at the outer end 
of the arm, an opening at the top of the tower 
through which balls may be loaded into said 
arm, whereby said arm acts as a magazine for the 
balls, a motor driving a shaft extending upwardly 
through the tower to the arm for rotating the 
arm, ball-releasing means at the end of the arm, 
a check movable between the end-most and next 
to the end-most ball to prevent the dropping 
of more than one ball at a time, means extend 
ing along the arm to the ball~releasing means 
and the check means, and to the airplane in order 
to tilt the airplane during the ball-releasing 
operation, and a control lever to move the said 
means. , 

10. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom, a tubular 
arm rotatably mounted on said tower, a ?ying 
toy simulation carried at the outer end of the 
arm, an opening at the top of the tower through 
which balls may be loaded into said arm, where 
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by said armv actsasa magazine for the balls, a 
motor driving a. shaft. extending upwardly 
through the tower‘ to the arm for-rotating the 
arm, ball-releasing means atthe end of, the’ arm, 
a check movable betweenthe end-most and next 
to the end-most ball to prevent the dropping of 
more than one ball at atime, a ?nger projecting 
from the arm at the tower, means, extending 
along the arm and connecting said ?nger to the 
ball-releasing means and the check means, a-ver 
tically movable disc at the tower-for moving said 
?nger and thereby releasing a ball, and a con 
trol lever connected to said disc. to move, the 
same. 

11. A ball-dropping toy comprisinga base, a 
tower extending upwardly therefrom,_ a tubular 
arm rotatably mounted on said tower, a ?ying 
toy simulation tiltably carried‘ at the’ outer» end 
of the arm, an opening at the top of the'tower 
through which balls may be loaded into said arm, 
whereby said arm acts as a magazine for the 
balls, a motor driving a shaft extending upwardly 
through the tower to the arm for rotating the 
arm, ball-releasingmeans at the, end of the arm, 
a check movable between the end-most and next 
to the end-most ball to prevent the dropping 
of more than one ball at a time, a ?nger pro 
jecting from the arm at the tower, means ex 
tending along the arm and connecting said ?nger 
to the ball-releasing means and the check means, 
and to the airplane in order to tilt the airplane 
during the ball-releasing operation, a vertically 
movable disc at the tower for moving said ?nger 
and thereby tilting the ?ying toy and releasing 
a ball, and a control lever connected to said disc ' 
to move the same. 

12. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 
tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said tower, 
said arm comprising two concentric tubes, a toy 
mounted on said arm for simulated ?ight about 
the tower, an opening whereby balls may be load 
ed into said tubular arm for discharge at the ?y 
ing toy, normally non-registering holes near the 
outer ends of said tubes, the arrangement being 
such that the holes may be brought into registra- ~ 
tion by turning one of said tubes relative to the 
other, and a remote ball-control means for so 
turning one of said tubes as to bring the holes 
into registration and thereby permit the dropping 
of a ball. 

13. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 
tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said tower, 
said arm comprising two concentric tubes, a toy 
mounted on the arm for simulated ?ight, an 
opening at the top of the tower leading to the . 
inner tube for loading said tube with balls, nor 
mally non-registering holes near the outer ends 
of said tubes, the arrangement being such that 
the holes may be brought into registration by 
turning the outer tube until its hole comes in 
registry with the hole in the inner tube, a ?nger 
secured to and projecting from the outer tube 
at the tower, a vertically movable disc at the 
tower for moving said ?nger and thereby turning 
the outer tube, and a remote control ball-drop 
ping lever connected to said disc for moving said 
disc when it is desired to drop a ball. 

14. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 
tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said tower, 
said arm comprising two concentric tubes, a toy 
mounted on the outer tube for simulated ?ight, 
an opening leading to the inner tube for loading 
said tube with balls, normally non-registering 
holes at the outer ends of said tubes, the arrange 
ment being such that the holes may be brought 
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into registration by turning the outer tube until 
its hole comes in registry with the hole in them 
ner tube, a ?nger secured to and projecting from 
the outer tube at the tower, a vertically movable 
disc at the tower for moving said ?nger and 
thereby turning the outer tube and with it the 
?ying toy, and a remote control ball-dropping le 
ver connected to said disc for moving said disc 
when it is desired to drop a ball. 

15. A ball-dropping toy comprising a pylon or 
tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said tower, 
said arm comprising two concentric tubes, a toy 
mounted. on the arm to simulate ?ight, an open 
ing leading to the inner tube for loading said 
tube with balls, normally non-registering holes 
at the outer ends of said tubes, the arrangement 
being such that the holes may be brought into 
registration by turning the outer tube until its 
hole comes in registry with the hole in theinner 
tube, check means normally out-of the path of the 
balls in the inner tube for coming into their path 
behind the endmost ball when the outer'tube is 
turned to discharge the endmost- ball, whereby 
only one ball is dropped at-a time, a ?nger se 
cured to and projecting from the outer tube at 
the tower, a vertically movable disc at the tower 
for moving said ?nger and thereby turning the 
outer tube, and a remote control ball-dropping 
lever connected to said disc for moving said disc 
when it is desired to drop a ball. 

16. A bombing airplane toy comprising a pylon 
or tower, an arm rotatably mounted on said 
tower, said arm comprising two concentric tubes, 
a toy airplane simulation mounted on the outer 
tube, an opening leading to the inner tube for 
loading said tube with bomb-simulating balls, 
normally non-registering holes at the outer ends 
of said tubes, the arrangement being such that 
the holes may be brought into registration by 
turning the outer tube until its hole comes in 
registry with the hole in the inner tube, a ?nger 
secured to and projecting from the outer tube at 
the tower, a vertically movable disc at the tower 
for moving said ?nger and thereby turning the 
outer tube and with it the airplane, the direction 
of rotation being such that the airplane noses 
downwardly during the bomb-dropping opera 
tion, a base for said tower, a motor connected to 
a shaft extending up the tower to the arm for 
rotating the arm, and a bomb-control lever at 
the outer edge of the base connected to said disc 
for moving the same. 

17. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower, a motor-driven shaft extending upwardly 
through said tower, a tubular arm secured to the 
upper end of said shaft for rotation about the 
tower, an opening at the tower for loading said 
arm with balls, a rod extending along the arm, 
a ball-releasing lever for rocking the aforesaid 
rod, 2, ?ying toy simulation at the outer end of 
the arm, an opening at the end of the tubular 
arm, a ball-stopping ?nger connected to said rod 
and normally disposed beneath said opening but 
moved away from the opening when the rod is 
rocked, and a ball check ?nger secured to said 
rod and movable between the end-most and next 
to the end-most balls when the rod is rocked. 

18. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower, a motor-driven shaft extending upwardly 
through said tower, a tubular arm secured to the 
upper end of said shaft for rotation about the 
tower, an opening at the tower for loading said 
arm with balls, a rod extending along the arm, 
a ball-releasing lever for rocking the aforesaid 
rod, a ?ying toy simulation at the outer end of 
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the arm secured to said rod, an opening at the 
end of the tubular arm, a ball-stopping ?nger 
connected to said rod and normally disposed 
beneath said opening but moved away from the 
opening when the rod is rocked, and a ball check 
?nger secured to said rod and movable between 
the end-most and next to the end-most balls 
when the rod is rocked. 

19. A ball-dropping toy comprising a base, a 
tower, a motor-driven shaft extending upwardly 
through said tower, a tubular arm secured to the 
upper end of said shaft for rotation about the 
tower, an opening at the tower for loading said 
arm with balls, a rod extending along the arm, 
the inner end of said rod being bent to form a 
?nger, a Vertically movable disc at said tower, 
a ball-releasing lever connected to said disc for 
raising the same and thereby raising the ?nger 
and rocking the aforesaid rod, a flying toy simu 
lation at the outer end of the arm, an opening 
at the end of the tubular arm, a ball-stopping 
?nger connected to said rod and normally dis 
posed beneath said opening but moved away 
from the opening when the rod is rocked, and 
a ball check ?nger secured to said rod and mov 
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able between the end-most and next to the end 
most balls when the rod is rocked. 

20. A bombing airplane toy comprising a base, 
a tower, a motor-driven shaft extending upward 
ly through said tower, a tubular arm secured 
to the upper end of said shaft for rotation about 
the tower, an opening at the tower for loading 
said arm with bomb-simulating balls, a rod ex 
tending along the arm, the inner end of said 
rod being bent to form a ?nger, a vertically mov 
able disc at said tower, a bomb-releasing lever 
connected to said disc for raising the same and 
thereby raising the ?nger and rocking the afore 
said rod, a toy airplane at the outer end of the 
arm secured to said rod, an opening at the end 
of the tubular arm, a ball-stopping ?nger con 
nected to said rod and normally disposed beneath 
said opening but moved away from the opening 
when the rod is rocked, and a ball check secured 
to said rod and movable between the end-most 
and next to the end-most balls when the rod is 
rocked. 
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